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There is a need for acceptable and affordable food aid products for children with moderate acute 

malnutrition (MAM), which effectively restore body tissues and functions. The effects of potential 

products need to be assessed through randomised controlled trials (RCT). However, nutritional 

RCTs pose ethical and scientific challenges.  

 

Control groups are usually given “standard of care”, but recommendations for treatment do not 

exist in all settings or supplements are not always available. In places where treatment is 

nonexistent, not giving any food to children in the control group is not without ethical concerns. 

However, from public health and scientific perspectives, it is problematic to compare with 

supplements which are not recommended or the effect of which is unknown. Firstly, it is of 

questionable value for a low-income country that a trial is conducted to compare an experimental 

supplement to a supplement that is not already standard of care, and national ethics committees 

may not grant permission for such a trial. Secondly, it is difficult to interpret findings from a trial 

comparing an experimental supplement to one that has not been properly tested. Hence, where 

supplementation is not standard of care, it may be ethically justifiable to have an unsupplemented 

control group. In such cases, mothers should receive health education and the children should 

receive medical attention, be monitored closely, and referred for further medical examination and 

treatment if not recovering. Delayed supplementation may also be considered.  

 

Food interventions are complex, since supplements with the same energy content may be based 

on different ingredients, and nutrients in different forms and amounts. Consequently, there are an 

infinite number of potential food supplements, yet only a few can be tested in trials. Some 

components may be potentially important, but costly. If several factors are of interest, then a 

factorial design may be needed. E.g. the treatFOOD trial uses a 2-by-2-by-3 factorial design among 

1600 children to assess the effects of the food matrix (LNS vs CSB), soy protein quality (dehulled 

vs isolate) and milk protein content (0%, 8% and 20%). If the effects are independent, then there is 

full power to assess the effects of each of the three factors simultaneously. Potential problems in 

food supplementation trials include spill-over and differential attrition. I.e. those randomised to the 

less preferred control supplement may get the experimental supplement and are more likely to 

drop-out. A cluster-randomised design, where sites rather than individuals are randomised, may 

reduce these problems, but will require greater sample size and reduce confounding less 

efficiently.  

 

The effect of a given nutritional intervention depends on the initial nutritional status and the 

background diet. Children with similar weight-for-height Z-score or MUAC measurement may have 

different growth patterns, body composition and micronutrient status and intake. Hence, the effect 

of the same intervention may be different between children and populations. Therefore, it is 

important to collect data on baseline nutritional status, to assess for effect modification and 

evaluate the generalizability of the findings. 


